We report an algorithm to extract equations of motion for orbits of arbitrarily high periods generated by iteration of the Pincherle map, the operational kernel used in the so-called chaotic computers. The performance of the algorithm is illustrated explicitly by extracting expeditiously, among others, an orbit buried inside a polynomial cluster of equations with degree exceeding one billion, out of reach by ordinary brute-force factorization. Large polynomial clusters are responsible for the organization of the phasespace and knowledge of this organization requires decomposing such clusters. 
Introduction
Polynomials of arbitrarily large degrees arise naturally when algebraic equations of motion are iterated [1] [2] [3] . In such algebraic systems, knowledge of the structural organization of stability in phase space depends on the ability of factorizing polynomials of exceptionally large degrees which underlie all periodic orbits. The general aim of factorization consists of reducing something to its basic building blocks. In number theory, such building blocks are the prime numbers. In the algebra of polynomials, they are irreducible polynomial factors. The purpose of this paper is to introduce a method to factorize arbitrarily large polynomials generated by the equation of motion of a discrete-time dynamical system of algebraic origin, the Pincherle map [4, 5] , obtained by iterating the equation x tþ1 f ðx t Þ ¼ 2 À x 2 t ; t ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . .
Interest in this map was sparked by its key role as the kernel of a device proposed to perform general computations, namely the so-called chaotic computer [6] [7] [8] . There are also proposals of using Eq. (1) in multiple chaotic systems as a novel encryption technique, not yet free from problems [9] . Eq. (1) corresponds to selecting a ¼ 2 in the quadratic map x tþ1 ¼ a À x 2 t , the parameter value well-known to yield fully developed chaos [10] [11] [12] . After a simple change of variable, Eq. (1) is equivalent to the celebrated and fruitful logistic map [10] [11] [12] . But the quadratic map involves less operations than the logistic map and, therefore, is more efficient for numerical studies. Eq. (1) plays also a significant role in multiparametric systems like, e.g., in the canonical quartic map [13, 14] (Fig. 1 ). This map has often been used as a metaphor for a variety of phenomena in physics and involves the nonlinearity of lowest order normally present in series expansions of generic equations of motion. For details concerning Fig. 1 see the review in Ref. [15] .
The method of factorization introduced here is based on the exploration of the preperiodic tails of orbits (Fig. 2) , portions which are normally neglected in dynamics. Key to the method is our empirical observation that the preperiodic points of the orbits of Eq. (1) coincide with the zeros of a certain family of polynomials T ' ðxÞ which may be efficiently generated with a recurrence relation (Eq. (2) below). Thus, starting from the zeros of the polynomials T ' ðxÞ, one may generate periodic orbits and their associated factors using simple forward iteration of the equation of motion, Eq. (1). As shown below explicitly, even rough numerical approximations of preperiodic points are sufficient to factor orbital equations exactly, allowing subsequent algebraic and arithmetic studies to be undertaken.
Our method does not involve the usual calculation of inverse functions. Inverse functions are multivalued and arguably the main factor that has prevented so far an effective exploration of preperiodic points. Computationally, methods involving inverse-functions become quickly impossible to implement due to an exponential or super-exponential proliferation and growth of the associated mathematical expressions and storage involved in their manipulation. In fact, to bypass this difficulty was our original motivation for trying the alternative reported here.
Before proceeding, we mention that it is possible to argue that exact orbits for Eq. (1) can be found using a conjugacy to the tent map, whose preperiodic orbits are proverbially related to a full shift on two symbols [12] . However, this conjugacy was not yet converted into practical applications, into investigations of the algebraic or arithmetic structure of the orbital equations, or into investigations of subtle nonlinear interdependencies that exist among them [16] [17] [18] .
Nonlinear transformations: definitions and properties
We start by introducing the aforementioned polynomials T ' ðxÞ and some of their properties. Then, we illustrate the use of their zeros combined with forward iteration to factorize periodic cycles embedded in large polynomials generated by iterating the equation of motion, Eq. (1). As already mentioned, we have found empirically that the zeros of the polynomials T ' ðxÞ are preperiodic points of the orbits generated by Eq. (1).
The infinite set of transformations considered here may be generated recursively as follows:
which depends on two initial functions: T 1 ðxÞ and T 0 ðxÞ. Recurrences of this type are known as Fibonacci sequences. They are a simplified version of a more general one, depending on arbitrarily large sets of functions and parameters, which is of no concern in the present context. Here, we fix T 1 ðxÞ ¼ x and T 0 ðxÞ ¼ 2. An alternative and direct way of obtaining T ' ðxÞ for a given ' is by using the relation [4]
Polynomials related to T ' ðxÞ were associated to the names of Fibonacci, Lucas, Dickson, Chebyshev and possibly others, more recently in connection with the study of finite fields [19] [20] [21] . However, no applications to dynamical systems seem to exist yet. 
As seen from the above expressions, the polynomials T ' ðxÞ are not always irreducible but products of cyclotomic-like irreducible factors denoted here by Q k ðxÞ (as defined in Tables 1 and 2 t Þ 2 [13, 14] corresponds to the second iterate of Eq. (1). It is the double accumulation point located at the cusp formed by the intersection of the upper and lower boundaries between the black regions representing chaos and the pink regions denoting divergence of the iterative process. The myriad of colors and numbers indicate the period of the orbits in the region [15] . The exact identification of each stability island depends on polynomials whose degrees increase without bound with the period. Distinct preperiodic points may land on different points of the cycle. The preperiodic and periodic segments contain a finite number of points. Analytically, arithmetic dynamics traces both segments exactly, without numerical approximations, because they are contained in the same number field. Numerically, the periodic cycle is approached only asymptotically. Each point of the cycle has its own set (tree) of preperiodic precursors.
in Table 2 for the first 100 decompositions of T ' ðxÞ. Many other properties are known [20] for the polynomials T ' ðxÞ which, however, are not needed here. Similarly to celebrated cyclotomic polynomials ðx ' À 1Þ=ðx À 1Þ, the polynomials T ' ðxÞ are not irreducible (see Table 1 ). However, their basic building blocks Q ' ðxÞ are irreducible and interesting objects worth independent study.
Algorithm to obtain exact equations of motion
The key observation that we put into action now is the fact that all zeros of the Q ' ðxÞ (or, equivalently, of the T ' ðxÞ) are preperiodic points ( Fig. 2 ) of the equations of motion. Therefore, such zeros grant numerical (i.e. approximate) access to periodic orbits which, in their turn, lead to exact expressions for equations defining the orbits.
For a given value of ', the extraction of exact periodic orbits consists of four steps:
1. Find numerical approximations of the zeros of Q ' ðxÞ. This algorithm is illustrated below, where one sees that even modest numerical precision suffices to obtain exact equations of motion c ' ðxÞ and the corresponding zeros (orbital points).
Applications
We consider first the zeros for polynomials Q ' ðxÞ of lowest degrees, showing that they are preperiodic points. Iterating Eq.
(1) from the initial point x 0 ¼ 0, the zero of Q 1 ðxÞ, one sees that it is preperiodic and two iterates away from the fixed point
of Q 2 ðxÞ ¼ 0 are preperiodic, three iterates away from the same fixed point x ¼ À2. The zeros Here are examples of less trivial periodic orbits. The four zeros of Q 5 ðxÞ are two iterates away of a period-2 orbit oscillating indefinitely as follows:
where, iterating Eq. (1) from these zeros, one finds A ' 1:618033 and B ' À0:618033. From them it follows o 2 ðxÞ ¼ ðx À 1:618033Þðx þ 0:618033Þ ¼ x 2 À 1:000000x À 0:999997. Truncating these coefficients one obtains the exact orbit c 2 ðxÞ ¼ x 2 À x À 1 and exact representations for the orbital points:
. That the zeros of Q k ðxÞ are preperiodic points was verified numerically up to k ¼ 30. No attempt was made to prove this in general.
Similarly as for the period-2 cycle above, other preperiodic points enter periodic cycles in a rigidly regular way. No point is missed and there are no repetitions, in the sense that preperiodic points with distinct magnitudes land on distinct points of the cycle. This implies a strict correlation, phase, between preperiodic and cycle points. For instance, the six (approximate) zeros of Q 9 ðxÞ enter pairwise a period-3 cycle involving the points A; B; C:
where A ' À0:347; B ' 1:879; C ' À1:532 follow by iterating Eq. (1) from the six zeros above. From them, one gets Table 1 The first few orbital polynomials T'ðxÞ defined by Eq. (2), together with their irreducible factors Q ' ðxÞ, and their discriminants D' of the factors Q ' ðxÞ. The polynomials are irreducible only for ' ¼ 2 n ; n ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . .. Table 2 gives the decomposition of the first 100 polynomials T'ðxÞ. 
These results show that, instead of jumping randomly in phase space, the orbit cycles systematically between specific sets of (field) conjugate points, in a quite regular and prescribed sequence.
The next example reveals a remarkable interconnection of the period-4 orbit, Eqs. (5)- (8), and the 24 zeros of Q 45 ðxÞ (Table 1) 
This equation factors into conjugate cubics, c 12 ðxÞ ¼ k 1 ðxÞÁ k 1 ðxÞ Á k 2 ðxÞ Á k 2 ðxÞ where
From them follow exact representations for the period-12 cycle, namely for the triplets of orbital points (A,E,I), (B,F,J), (C,G,K), (D,H,L) obtained above as approximate numbers. Again, rough approximations of the zeros brought the equation of motion exactly and expeditiously. Arithmetically, the four factors above ''descend" from the orbital points of the period-4 cycle in Eqs. (5)- (8) . While such orbital inheritance is trivial to recognize from the exact representations, such subtle orbital interconnection is impossible to infer from the numerical values generated by iteration of the equation of motion.
Although conceptually simple, the brute-force generation of the polynomials by iteration is a computationally difficult problem that quickly becomes prohibitively hard, already for low periods, even when employing massive computational resources. Polynomials generated by brute-force for large periods k are gigantic, of very large degrees [22] , and mix together wanted and unwanted zeros, the divisors of k. For example, for period-12 brute-force produces a polynomial mixing together the zeros of all 335 period-12 orbits possible in addition to the zeros of the 17 non-genuine orbits, i.e. orbits with lower periods which are divisors of 12 [22] . The degree of such polynomial is not smaller than 335 Â 12 ¼ 4020, and has very large coefficients. Once generated, this polynomial still needs to be factored in order to deliver c 12 ðxÞ as one among its irreducible factors. In contrast, the polynomials Q ' ðxÞ allow one to obtain exact expressions for orbits of very long periods using modest resources.
As a first example of a long periodic orbit, we consider the period-20 orbit generated with the zeros of Q 55 ðxÞ, the polynomial of degree 40 associated with T 55 ðxÞ ¼ T 11 ðT 5 ðxÞÞ (Table 1) . In this case, brute force would require extracting it from a big polynomial containing simultaneously the zeros of all the 52377 period-20 orbits together with zeros of the 111 orbits of their divisors [22] À 2442
The next example involves a curious situation where two distinct sets of preperiodic points land on the same orbit. Such preperiodic points are zeros of Q 77 ðxÞ and Q 99 ðxÞ extracted from T 11 ðT 7 ðxÞÞ and T 11 ðT 9 ðxÞÞ and given explicitly in the Appendix, Eqs. (10) and (11) . They both lead to a period-30 cycle, Eq. (12) in the Appendix.
Is it possible to extract c 30 ðxÞ by brute force, from the polynomial obtained by forward iteration of the equation of motion? To check this, we note that, altogether, there are 35790267 genuine period-30 orbits [22] . Thus, even neglecting all non-genuine orbits (those with periods given by divisors of 30), this would mean having to extract the orbit from manipulations of a polynomial compositum of equations having degree not lower than
9 . This degree shows brute force to be a computationally unrealistic approach. Think of the size of its coefficients and the space needed to store them. Thus, it seems fair to say that preperiodic orbits allow one to reach otherwise unreachable orbits.
As a final example, we mention a historical fact concerning T 45 ðxÞ, apparently one of the earliest recorded use of a polynomial TðxÞ. In 1593, the Belgian mathematician Adriaan van Roomen challenged ''all mathematicians of the world" [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] to solve some equations involving the polynomial RðxÞ given explicitly in Eq. (13) of the Appendix. The challenge was presented to King Henry IV by a Dutch ambassador, who purportedly added that there was no mathematician of any importance in France able to solve the problem [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . The King then summoned Viète (latin form: Vieta) to his presence who, confronted with the problem, ut legi, ut solvi [24] , i.e. as soon as reading it provided one solution (which one?) on the spot presenting 22 additional ones the next day. From the factor listed in Table 1 it is not difficult to recognize that van Roomen's RðxÞ is nothing else than T 45 ðxÞ, the polynomial leading to the period-12 cycle in Eq. (4), among other cycles of lower periods. Thus, RðxÞ is just one among an infinite number of polynomials that could have been used to pose a host of intricate problems. Here, however, the twist is to recover RðxÞ dynamically among the orbits of the logistic equation, an equation known to underly numerous practical applications [10] [11] [12] 29, 30] .
The interplay between approximate and exact numbers, used here to reach orbits precisely, is connected to an insightful remark of Born. In his work ''Is classical mechanics in fact deterministic?" Born writes [31] : ''A statement like x ¼ p cm would have a physical meaning if one could distinguish between it and x ¼ p n cm for every n, where p n is the approximation of p by the first n decimals. This however, is impossible; and even if we suppose that the accuracy of measurements will be increased in the future, n can always be chosen so large that no experimental distinction is possible. Of course I do not intend to banish from physics the idea of a real number. It is indispensable for the application of analysis. What I mean is that a physical situation must be described by means of real numbers in such a way that the natural uncertainty in all observations is taken into account." In the present context, Abelian equations, which underlie necessarily all periodic dynamics and the phase-space of a large class of dynamical systems, provide an efficient algorithm allowing rough ''experimental" (approximate) orbital points to reveal expeditiously exact factors and arbitrarily precise dynamics, limited exclusively by the ability of discerning numbers that represent physical results.
Conclusions and outlook
In this paper, we reported an efficient computational method to obtain two significant pieces of information concerning the dynamical properties of Eq. (1), a paradigmatic map underlying the operating kernel of the so-called chaotic computer [6] [7] [8] : (i) to extract exact expressions for orbital equations c ' ðxÞ using preperiodic points, zeros of the irreducible polynomials Q ' ðxÞ, and forward iteration; (ii) to grant access to periodic orbits of very high periods, orbits not accessible by a brute-force approach. The zeros of Q ' ðxÞ provide preperiodic points directly, without the need of chains of multivalued inverse functions of the equations of motion, a procedure that quickly becomes computationally impracticable. For reference, all computations reported were done within a few minutes with MAPLE running on a 8-years old LINUX operated Notepad X200s notebook.
An interesting open problem is to correlate the decomposition of orbital equations and the relative phase of the individual preperiodic segments. We already obtained orbits for periods much higher than the ones reported here. Such orbits can be classified into specific families, according to the nature of their algebraic structure, i.e. according to intricate relationships among the solutions of the equations of motion. The arithmetic properties of the polynomials Q ' ðxÞ depend on the prime numbers involved in the decomposition of '. An open challenge is to find means of performing such classification in a purely algebraic way, i.e. without the need of computing orbits explicitly. Another enticing but certainly demanding task is to find a procedure to sort out more complex orbitals clusters, having integer coefficients but entangling more than one orbit simultaneously. This is tantamount to factor orbits over more complicated number fields, not over integers as done in the present paper. Furthermore, it would be interesting to count of number of polynomials Q ' ðxÞ sharing a fixed degree and investigate their interconnections with the orbital structure. Knowledge of the inner arithmetic scaffold underlying equations of motion might provide a bridge to understand the still very fragmentary facts connected with the origins of periodicity in dynamical systems [32] .
